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Earphones TWS Vention Elf E03 (black)
Discover  even better  sound quality.  The TWS Vention  Elf  E03 headphones  deliver  fantastic  sound thanks  to  10-millimeter  drivers  and
stand out with a long operating time of up to 6 hours. They support Bluetooth 5.3, which guarantees reliable signal transmission, and are
also very light  and comfortable.  Their  additional  advantage is  IPX5 water resistance,  so you don't  have to take them out of  your ears
when you exercise or it rains - they're not afraid of water drops or sweat.
 
More interesting sound experience
Your  favorite  songs  have  never  sounded  better.  The  headphones  are  equipped  with  10-millimeter  drivers  with  premium  PU  PEEK
diaphragms,  so  they can deliver  ear-pleasing mids,  crisp  highs  and powerful  bass.  Enjoy  great  sound quality  and feel  like  you're  at  a
concert wherever you are!
 
Bluetooth 5.3
Fast,  stable connection,  a range of  up to 10m, greater immunity to interference,  better  sound quality and lower power consumption -
these  are  just  some  of  the  advantages  of  Bluetooth  5.3,  which  the  headphones  use.  Also  noteworthy  is  the  low  latency  (about  0.05
seconds). Perfect synchronization of video and sound will allow you to play games and watch series without interruption! What's more,
you only  need to pair  the headphones once with the device of  your  choice -  later  they will  connect  automatically  when you open the
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case.
 
They will prove themselves during conversations
Do you often chat with your friends on Discord? Or do you happen to make phone calls in noisy places such as the mall or a bus? Elf E03
headphones  will  work  well  in  such  situations  too!  They  are  equipped  with  state-of-the-art  microphones  and  support  advanced  audio
signal processing, so you and your callers can hear each other without any problems.
 
Dream comfort
Can't  imagine  a  day  without  your  favorite  music?  Now  you  can  listen  to  your  playlists  for  as  long  as  you  want  -  don't  worry  about
discomfort. The headphones are very comfortable and lightweight - each weighs only 3g. They fit perfectly to the shape of your ears and
will not fall out of them - even if you move a lot. In addition, the Elf E03 case has 4 LED indicators that will provide you with information
about the battery charge level. It also offers a special hole where you can attach a lanyard.
 
Touch operation
Want to turn down the music or skip a song? You don't have to reach for your smartphone every time! The headphones are equipped
with small touch panels, with which you can, for example, conveniently stop the playback, answer the phone, switch a song, activate the
voice assistant or adjust the volume. Now you have all the functions you need at your fingertips!
 
Many hours of music
Uninterruptedly listen to music at home, at work, on a trip or during a train journey - the Vention Elf  E03 headphones won't drain too
quickly! Thanks to long-lasting batteries, they can play your favorite songs for up to 6 hours, and the included case allows you to extend
this time to about 30 hours. However, that's not the end of the convenience! You only need about 10 minutes of charging to listen to
music for another hour. You don't have to wait too long!
 
In the box
Headphones
Charging case
Charging cable (USB-A to USB-C)
User manual
Brand
Vention
Name
Elf Earbuds E03
Model
NBHB0
Color
Black
Bluetooth version
5.3
Range
Up to 10m
Driver
10 mm
Supported codecs
SBC / AAC
Frequency response
20 Hz - 20 kHz
Headphone battery capacity
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30 mAh / 0.111 Wh
Case battery capacity
300 mAh / 1.11 Wh
Operating time
Approx. 6 h / approx. 30 h with case
Charging port of the case
USB-C
Material
PC ABS
Waterproof
IPX5

Preço:

€ 14.00

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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